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Media and Lobbying

■ Election times that that these voices, particularly from charities, 
matter most

■ Well-placed to spot the unintended consequences of proposed 
changes to legislation and able to highlight the gaps that risk 
leaving sections of our society behind.

■ Outside of election periods, their presence in the political system 
helps ensure government accountability. 

■ Nowadays, media and lobbying have also grown to include online 
tools, such as social media and sites such as 38 Degrees and 
Change.org



MPs in their Constituency

■ Over 18 months from 2015 to 2017

■ Ethnography in the constituency

■ Semi-structured interviews

■ Collection of traditional, social media and online 
materials

■ Analysis of interview transcripts









“To be an effective MP, you have actually got to speak to as many people as you can to
appreciate what their concerns are. You have got to address them, even if you don’t agree with
them, you have got to, sort of you know, be able to speak to them, and let them truly believe they
are, that they can influence decision-making, that you’re not just someone who ignores them,
through casework and surgeries… People have immediate problems”

– Conservative MP (personal communication, 29 July 2015).

Talking to constituents and their 
concerns

“People do raise things, and I note them all down. Everything they raise is followed up with a
letter and some action, that’s a very important part of it… I get a lot of representations on policy
issues. I am being flooded at the moment with emails on tax credit, and the government’s attack
on tax credits."

- Labour MP (personal communication, 1 July 2015)



On online petition sites
“I have no objections to online petition websites. 38 Degrees do their online petitions, like
everything else, people who petition you, I am prepared to listen! Of course if it’s national
petitions it would be difficult to extrapolate. But I mean, I always have to bear in mind that
unless anything extraordinary ever happens, petitions, large as they may be, the interesting point
is the number of people who have chosen not to petition on a particular issue. That’s not to say
then you can disregard a petition.”

- Conservative MP (personal communication, 7 Jan 2016)

“… It is very easy for people to flood an MP’s inboxes. Some of my colleagues see it as an irritation,
I see it as a resource. Because it is hundreds and hundreds of constituents volunteering their email
address on an issue they are caring about, and if you respond as we do to each one quite quickly,
as we do, then people are quite impressed.”

- Labour MP (personal communication, 1 July 2015)



Influencing 
MP Decision-

Making
Challenges

■ Sheer volume of demands, especially 
across platforms and activities

■ A balancing act between responsibilities 
in Parliament and issues raised

■ Priority given to constituency concerns

■ No ‘backup’ MP should health or 
personal problems emerge
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